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MAXIMAL LP REGULARITY 

OF FRACTIONAL ORDER EQUATIONS 

Emilia Bazhlekova 

Abstract 

We study the maximallJ' regularity of the abstract linear problem for the frac
tional differential equation with Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative of order 
a E {0,2}. Our analysis combines two different approaches. First we prove maxi
mallJ' regularity of the problem with zero initial conditions using the method of 
sums of operators. We apply both classical theorems and some very recent results 
involving the notion of R-boundedness. Concerning the problem with zero forcing 
function, we use the resolvent approach and prove strict lJ' solvability provided 
the initial data belongs to some real interpolation spaces. 

1. Introduction 

The notion of maximallJ' regularity plays an important role in the functional 
analytic approach to parabolic partial differential equations. Many initial and 
boundary value problems can be reduced to an abstract Cauchy problem of the 
form 

ul(t) + Au(t) = f(t}, t E I, u(O) = 0, (1) 

where I = (0, T), T > 0, -A generates a bounded analytic semigroup on a Banach 
space X and f and u are X-valued functions on I. It is well known that (1) has 
a strong solution for all locally Bochner integrable f, but in many applications 
we need that u' has the same "smoothness" as f, which is not always the case. 
In particular, one says that problem (1) has maximal LP regularity on I if for 
every f E lJ'(IjX) there exists one and only one u E lJ'(IjD(A)) n W1,P(IjX) 
satisfying (1). From the closed graph theorem it follows easily that if there is lJ' 
regularity then there exists C > ° such that 

The theory of strongly continuous semigroups could suggest that it is more 
natural to study the continuous regularity for (1), i.e. the existence and uniqueness 
of a solution U E C(Ij D(A)) n Cl(Ij X) for any continuous f. But Baillon [2] 
proved that if there is continuous regularity for an unbounded operator A that 
generates a Co semigroup, then the space X must contain a subspace isomorphic 
to co, the space of sequences converging to O. This fact implies that X cannot 
be reflexive. On the other hand there are good results of lJ' regularity in some 
reflexive spaces. 
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There is a rich literature on sufficient conditions for maximal LP regularity (see 
for a survey [12]), which implies that for most classical differential operators that 
may be of interest, there is maximal LP regularity of problem (1). Quite recently, 
necessary and sufficient conditions for maximal LP regularity was obtained in 
terms of'R-boundedness ( for a definition see e.g. [9] ). 

The following theorem is due independently to N. Kalton and L. Weis. For a 
proof see e.g. [21]. 

THEOREM 1. Let -A generates a bounded analytic semigroup on an 1£7 
space X. Then problem (1) has maximal LP regularity if and only if the set 
{>.(,\ + A)-II ,\ E iIR, ,\ i= O} is'R-bounded. 

In Hilbert spaces the uniform boundedness of this set already implies max
imal LP regularity, but only in Hilbert space: recently Kalton and Landen [14J 
essentially proved that if for every negative generator A of a bounded analytic 
semigroup on a Banach space X problem (1) has maximal LP regularity, then X 
is isomorphic to a Hilbert space. It appears that the additional assumption which 
we need in more general Banach spaces is namely the 'R-boundedness of the set. 

Maximal LP regularity is an important tool in treating evolution equations 
more complex than the basic Cauchy problem (1), such as second order equa
tions, Volterra equations, nonautonomous and quasilinear equations. In this the
sis we apply maximal LP regularity to study fractional order equations: both 
autonomous and nonautonomous. 

2. Preliminaries 

2.1. Operators in Banach spaces 

Let X be a complex Banach space, and let A : D(A) c X -+ X be a closed 
linear densely defined operator in X: In the sequel we suppose that D(A) is 
equipped with the graph norm of A, i.e. IIxIID(A) := Ilxllx + IIAxllx; since A is 
closed, D(A) is a Banach space, continuously and densely embedded into X. 

We call an operator A : D(A) c X -+ X nonnegative iff the following two 
conditions are satisfied: 

(i) there exists K 2:: 0 such that for all ,\ > 0 and all u E D(A), 

,\llul\x :::; KII,\u + Aullx (2) 

holds; 

(ii) R('\J + A) = X for all ,\ > O. 
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Observe that if A satisfies (i) and (ii), it is closed. Moreover, any nonnegative 
operator in a reflexive Banach space is densely defined [15]. If A is a nonnegative 
operator on X, then define 

4>A := sup{ 4> E [0,11"]1 p( -A) :J ~q)l sup 11..\(..\/ + A)-llls(x) < oo} 
>"Er:", 

KA(4)):= sup 11..\(..\/ +A)-llls(x), 4> < 4>A. 
AEr:", 

The spectral angle of A is defined by 

WA := 11" - 4>A. (3) 

An operator A is said to be positive if it is nonnegative and 0 E peA). 
There are many examples of positive operators. For instance, any positive

definite self-adjoint operator acting in Hilbert space is a positive operator. If A 
generates a Co-semigroup of negative type then -A is a positive operator. The 
reverse statement, however, is untrue, since there exist positive operators which 
are not generators of suitable semigroups. In many cases, however, condition 
o E p(A) is not satisfied, e.g. for the Laplace operator on V (JRn ) we have 0 E a(A). 
Therefore it is desirable to weaken this condition. 

An operator A is called sectorial if it is nonnegative and N(A) = {O} and 
R(A) = X. 

Obviously, any positive operator is sectoriaL Examples of sectorial, but not 
positive operators are some differential operators on unbounded regions, like the 
Laplace operator or the Stokes operator on exterior domains. 

For the class of sectorial operators one can define complex powers (see e.g. 
[17]). A sectorial operator A is said to admit bounded imaginary powers if 
the purely imaginary powers Ais of A are uniformly bounded for s E [-1,1]. Then 
it can be shown that Ais forms a strongly continuous Co-group of bounded linear 
operators. The type () A of this group defined by 

is called the power angle of A. Then for any <PA > ()A, there exists constant 
M = M('PA) ~ 1 such that 

IIAislls(x) ::; Me'PAlsl, s E R 

We denote A E BIP(Xi M, 'PA) or A E BIP(X; 'PA). The spectral angle WA and 
the power angle ()A of an operator satisfy the inequality ()A ~ WA (see [18]). 

Let A be a nonnegative operator in X, "I E CO, 1), p E (1,00). Consider the 
spaces 
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where 

(4) 

endowed with the norm IlxIlDA(-r,P) := I\xl\x + [xjDA(-r,P)' These spaces coincide 
up to the equivalence of norms with the real interpolation spaces (X, D(A))'Y,p 
between X and D(A) ([5L Proposition 3). They are intermediate spaces between 
D(A) and X in the following sense: 

(5) 

where <-7 denotes continuous embedding. The real interpolation spaces are exten
sively studied; we refer e.g. to [20] for a more detailed description. 

Recall that a Banach space X is said to belong to the class 1£7 if the Hilbert 
transform H defined by 

(H f)(t) = lim r J(t - s) ds, t E~, J E Go(~; X), 
£-+0+ J1s1?£ 7rS 

extends to a bounded linear operator on £P(~; X) for some p E (1,00). It is well 
known that Hilbert spaces are of class liT and if X is of class liT then £P(~; X) 
is of class liT for every p E (1, (0). Note also that any Banach space of class liT 
is reflexive. 

2.2. Operators of fractional differentiation in LV spaces 

Let 0: > 0, m = r 0: 1, the smallest integer greater than or equal to 0:, and 
1= (0, T) for some T > O. For the sake of brevity we use the following notation 
for f3 ::::: 0: 

(t) := { r(J3) t J3
-

1
, t > 0, 

g{3 0 t < 0 , - , 
(6) 

where r(f3) is the Gamma function. Note that go(t) = 0, because r(O)-l = O. 
These functions satisfy the semigroup property 

go * g{3 = go+(3' (7) 

The Riemann-Liouville fractional integral of order 0: > 0 is defined as 
follows: 

(8) 

Set J2 J(t) := J(t). The Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative of order 0: 

is defined for all J satisfying 

(9) 
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by 
(10) 

where Dr := :t:' mEN. As in the case of differentiation and integration of 
integer order, D? is a left inverse of Jf, but in general it is not a right inverse. 

Let X be a complex Banach space. Denote the operators of fractional inte
gration on V (I; X) by :To: 

D(Jo) := LP(I; X), Jou:= 90. * U, (11) 

where the integration is in the sense of Bochner. Applying the Young inequality, 
it follows that Jo. E B(LP(I; X)): 

IIJo.uIILP(1;X) = 1190. * u!lLP(I;X) ::; 1190.ilLl(I)llu ilLP(I;X) = 90.+l(T)lIu IILP(I;x), 

The Sobolev spaces can be defined in the following way (see [3], Appendix): 

m-l 

Wm,P(I; X) := UI 3<p E V(Ij X): J(t) = L ck9k+l + 9m * <p(t) , tEl}. (12) 
k=O 

Note that <pet) = J(m)(t), Ck = J(k)(O). Let 

W~'P(I;X) := U E Wm'P(IjX)1 J(k) (0) = 0, k = 0,1, ... , m - I}. 

Define the spaces Ro.,P(I; X) and Rg,P(lj X) as follows. 
If a ¢:. N, set 

Ro.,P(l; X) := {u E LP(lj X) 19m-a * U E Wm,P(l; X)}, 

Rg,P(IjX):= {u E V(IjX) I 9m-0. * U E W~'P(I;X)}. 

If a E N we take 

(13) 

Denote the extensions of the operators of fractional differentiation in V(l; X) by 
£0.£(;0 i.e. 

(15) 

where D? is the Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative (10). In the next lemma 
we study the properties of £0' 

LEMMA 2. Let a: > 0,1 < p < 00, X be a complex Banach space, and £0 be 
the operators defined by (15). Then 

(a) £0. are closed, linear, densely defined; 
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(c) £0. = £~, the a- th power of the operator £1 i 

(d) if a E (0,2) then £0. are positive operators with spectral angle wc", = mr/2j 

(e) if X is of class 1-£/ and a E (0,2) then £0. E BI'P(£v'(I; X); a{7r/E + E») for 
each € > 0; 

(f) if a E (0,1] then £0. are m-accretive operators. 

Proof: The operator Jo. is injective. Indeed, if Jo.u = 0, then JIU = Jl-o.Jo.U = 
0, whence U = 0. Therefore J;;1 exists. We shall prove that £0. = J;;1. If U E 
R(Jo.), then U 90.*V for some v E LP(I; X), and 9m-0.*U = 9m-0.*90.*v = 9m*V' 
Therefore, 9m-0. * U E W~'P(I; X), that is, U E R~'P = D(£o.). The identities 
£o.Jo.u = u, U E V(Ij X), Jo.£o.v = v, v E D(£o.), can be proven straiughtfor
wardly. Thus, we proved (b). The representation £0. = Jo.-1 incidentally shows 
that £0. is a closed operator as an inverse of a bounded operator and that it is 
densely defined because D(£o.) = R(Jo.), which is dense in V(Ij X). Obviously, 
it is also linear and (a) is proved. 

Let us compute the resolvent of £1, 

((sI + £r)-l J)(t) = fat e-S(t-T) f(T) dT, Res> 0, tEL (16) 

This representation implies that £1 is positive with spectral angle <PCl = 7r /2. 
We shall prove that £0. = £~. Consider first the case a E (0,1). We have the 
following representation (see e.g. [1], eq. (4.6.9)): 

£f-1 = sin 7ra (=>o so.-1(81 + £r)-1 ds. 
11" Jo 

Applying (16) and using the definition of the Gamma function and the formula 

r(a)r(l-~a) = 1I"/sin7ra 

we obtain 

sin 1I"a 1000 lot £f-1 f(t) = -- 80.-1 e-S(t-T) f{T) dT ds = 91-0. * f 
7r 0 0 

(17) 

for tEl, f E LP(I; X). Since £1 is an isomorphic mapping from D(£f) to 
D(£f-1) ([20], Section 1.15.2) then f E D(£?) is equivalent to £f-1 f E D(£1)' 
This is equivalent to f E D(£o.) by (17) and by the definition of D(£o.). Therefore 
D(£f) = D(£o.). Applying £1 to (17) we obtain £~f = £o.f for f E D(£~) = 
D(£o.). Let now a > 1. Then from the definition of £0. and the above result one 
h f' f' f' f'm-11'0.-m+1 I'a: as }..,o. = }..,m-l}..,Q-m+1 =}..,1}..,1 = J..,,1' 
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The facts that Co, a E (0,2), are positive and <Pc .. = a1f/2 follow from the 
representation Co = Cf. To see that wc .. :s; o:1r 12 one applies [16]' Proposition 4. 
Assume that wc .. < o:1r 12. Then <Pc .. > 1f(1 - a/2). But from the representation 
([19], Example 42.2) 

«s! + Co)-lf)(t) = fot(t - T)0-1 EQ,Q(-s(t - T)Q)f(T)dT 

and from the asymptotic expansion of the Mittag-Leffler function it follows that 
if f is a constant then IIs(s! + CQ )-1 fIILP(/;X) -t 00 as lsi -t 00 and I arg sl > 
1f(1 - a/2}. By this contradiction Wc" = a1f 12. 

According to [13], Th.3.1, if X belongs to the class 11.7, then the imaginary 
powers of C1 satisfy the estimate 

IIcisIIB(LP(/;X» :s; e(l + 82)e~lsl, s E lit 

Therefore, given £ > 0, there exists M > 0 such that 

IIcisIIB(LP(I;X» :s; Me(~+c)lsl, s E JR, (18) 

which means C1 E BIP(cv(I; X); 1f/E + c:). Since Co., a E (0,2), are positive, 
their fractional powers C~, Z E C, are well defined and satisfy ([1], Theorem 4.6.13 
) C~ = (Cf)is = Cfis. Therefore, by (18), Co has bounded imaginary powers and 

IIC~IIB(LP(l;X» :s; Meo(~+c)lsl, S E JR, 

that is CQ E BIP(Cv (I; X)j a( 1f I E + E:)). 
Lastly, (f) follows from [8J, Theorem 3.1, because 91-Q E LI(!) is nonnegative 

and nonincreasing for a E (0,1]. 0 

Applying [20], Sections 1.15.4 and 2.10.4, we obtain for 0 :s; a < fJ :s; 1, 
o < , < 1, a(l - ,) + f3, - lip f/:. No, 

(Rg,P(Ij X), Rg,P(!; X)),y P = (D(C?), D(Cf)h P = (LP(!; X), D(Cf)) a(l-·t}+fh , , 13 ,p 

= (LP(Ij X), D(Cd)o(l-oy)+,Boy,p = (LP(I; X), W~'P(I; X))o(l-/)+Ih,p = 

w.Q(l-/)+,B"P(I· X) 
o " 

and, if a, lip t/:. No, 

(LP(I' X) RO,P(I' X)) - W.0/,P(I· X) , '0 , /.P - 0 , . (19) 

In the case when X is of class 11.7, we obtain a precise identification of Rg'P 
for a - lip t/:. No. In this case C1 has bounded imaginary powers and therefore 
([20]' Theorem 1.15.3) 

Rg'P = D(Co) = D(C?) = [£P, D(C1)]0, 0 < a < 1, 
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the complex interpolation space between V and D(£d Y V of order a. 
Now introduce the Bessel potential spaces defined by 

Ha,P(lR; X) := {II 3Ia E LP(lR; X): Ia(P) = Ipla f{p), p E lR}, 

IIIIIHQ,p(lRiX) := IIIaIILP(lR;x)i 

Ha,P(l; X) := {J = gil, g E Ha,P(lR; X)}, IIfIlHQ,P(I-X):= inf 119I1HQ,p(lR'X); 
'9EHQ,P(lRjX) , 

Hg'P(I; X) := {I E Ha,P(l; X), I(k)(O) = 0, k = 0,1, ... , [a-lip]}, a-lip f/:. No. 

For kEN we have Hk,P(I;X) = Wk,P(l;X). Therefore D(£l) = W~,p = Ht'p. If 
a - lip f/:. No, then according to [20], 2.10.4, Theorem 1, [V, HJ,P]a = Hg'P and 
therefore in the case of HT space we obtain for a E (0,1) 

(20) 

This is also true for all a > 0, a - lip f/:. No, because £m-1 is an isomorphism 
from Hg'P onto Hg-m+l,p and from Rg'P to Rg-m+l,P = Hg-m+l,p. The identity 
(20) has been proven in the scalar case in [19J, Theorem 18.3 and Remark 18.1, 
applying another approach. 

3. Maximal LP regularity for fractional order equations 

Let A be a linear closed densely defined operator on a Banach space X. Let 
I (0, T) for some T > 0. Consider the Cauchy problem for the fractional 
differential equation with Riemann~Liouville fractional derivative of order a E 
(0,2) 

Dfu(t) + Au(t) = jet), a.a. tEl, (21) 

with an initial condition (91-0: * u)(O) = ° when a E (0,1) and two initial condi~ 
tions (92-0 * u)(O) = ° and (92-0 * u)'(O) = ° when a E (1,2). 

Let R~'P (I; X) be the domain of the operator of fractional differentiation, 
defined by (13). All other notations in this section are also defined in Chapter 1. 

DEFINITION 3. We say that there is maximal LP regularity of (21), on I, 
in X, if for every IE LP(I;X) there exists one and only one u E V(I;D(A)) n 
Rg'P(I; X) satisfying (21). 

It follows from the closed graph theorem that if there is LP regularity of (21) 
then there exists C > 0 such that 

(22) 

Following Da Prato and Grisvard [11], we rewrite the equation (21) for X
valued functions u and I as an operator equation in X = V(l; X). To this end 
we define the linear closed operator A on X by 

D(A) = LP(I; D(A)); (Au)(t) = Au(t), u E D(A), (23) 
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and take B = COil where Co. is defined by (15). Then rewrite equation (21) as 

Au+Bu=J, JEX. (24) 

More than 20 years ago Da Prato and Grisvard [11] found sufficient conditions 
for maximal regularity of (24) in real interpolation spaces. Later, Dore and Venni 
[13] solved this problem in the case of 'H.T space. Here we present these theorems, 
reformulated suitably for our application (see [5], Theorem 4, and [1], Theorem 
4.9.7 and Corollary 4.9.8). 

THEOREM 4. (Da Prato-Grisvard ) Let X be a complex Banach space and A 
and B be nonnegative operators in X with spectral angles WA and W13, respectively, 
such that 

WA + W13 < 7f. 

Let moreover A and B be resolvent commuting and satisfy 0 E p(A) U pCB). IfY 
is one of the spaces DA(8,q) or D13(8,q), where 0 E (0,1) and q E [1,00]' then for 
any J E Y there is a unique u E D(A) nD(B) such that Au + Bu = J. Moreover, 
Au and Bu E Y and 

where the constant C depends on X, 0, q, WA, W13, KA(7r-O) and K13(O) for some 
o E (WA,7r W13), but not on the individual operators A and B. 

THEOREM 5. (Dore-Venni) Let X be an 'H.T space. Assume 

with 

t.pA + <P13 < 7r, (25) 

and let A and B be resolvent commuting. Then for any J E X there is a unique 
u E D(A) n D(B) such that Au + Bu = J. Moreover, 

Ilullx + IIAulix + IIBullx ::; CIIJllx, 

holds, where the constant C depends on X, K, M, t.pA and t.p13, but not on the 
individual operators A and B. 

Next we apply Theorems 4 and 5 to our concrete problem (21). 

COROLLARY 6. Let a E (0,2), 1 < p < 00, 8 E (0,1). Let A be a positive 
operator in a Banach space X with spectral angle satisfying 

WA < 7r(1 - 0./2). (26) 
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(a) IEY = (X, D(A))6,Pl then (21) has maximal 17 regularity on I in the space 
Y. More precisely, the following estimate for the solution u holds: 

(b) Let ao - IIp 1:. No. For any f E W;6,P(I; X) there exists a unique solution 
u of (21). Moreover, D?u, Au E W;6,P(I; X) and 

The constants 0 1 and 02 depend on a, p, 0, WA and KA (0) for some 0 E (mr 12,11'
WA), but not on T and on the individual operator A. 

Proof: We apply first Theorem 4 to the problem on V(lRj X) in order to 
obtain a constant, which does not depend on T. Let f E V(I; Y) and define the 
function 

fo = {f' t E [0, Tl, 
0, t ¢ [0, T]. 

(28) 

Then fo E V(lRj Y). We extend the definition of the fractional derivative to 
functions on LP(lR) as follows. Let u E Or(lR) which is dense in 17(lR). Define 

(29) 

where * is the convolution on lR. This operator is nonnegative, therefore closable, 
and we take its closure in LP(lR) as definition of fractional derivative on V(lR). We 
use the same notation Lo;. Let La) A denote the extensions of La) A to V(lR; X). 
For the Fourier transform of .cau we have 

.cau(p) = (ip)au(p), p E lR \ {O}, 1 E Or(lR \ {O}j X). 

Therefore, according to [17], Theorem 8.6, .co. is a sectorial operator in X = 
LP(lR; X) with spectral angle wc" = mr /2. It is immediate that A is a positive 
operator on X with spectral angle WA= WA. Consider the problem on lR: 

.co.u + Au = fo· (30) 

By (26) operators A and La satisfy conditions of Theorem 4. If we take Y = 
(X, D(A))6,pl we obtain by [20], Theorem 1.18.4, 

Y = (LP(lRj X), V(lR; D(A)))6,p = V(lR; (X, D(A))6,p) = LP(lR; Y), 

and Theorem 4 implies (a) on 17(lR; Y). Now turn back to our equation (21) 
on LP(I; Y). Denote by Uo the solution of (30). Because of the causality of 
the equation, Uo = 0 for t < O. This easily implies that Uo satisfies the initial 
conditions of problem (21). Therefore, the restriction u(t) of uo(t) to I will be 
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a solution of (21), satisfying (27), and (a) is proved. The claim concerning the 
constant follows from the corresponding claim in Theorem 4. 

Applying the same argument we prove (b) taking Y = (X, D('coJ)6,p, which 
by (19) is equivalent to Y = W~6,p for a8 -lip r;. No. 0 

COROLLARY 7. Let a E (0,2), A be a positive operator in an 1£7 space X 
satisfying A E PK(X) n BIP(X; M, <PAl with 

<PA < 1l"(1 - a/2). (31) 

Then (21) has maximal V regularity on I in X. More precisely, 

IluIILP(I;X) + lIuIIHa,p(/;x) + IIAuIILP(/;x) :5 CllfIILP(IjX), (32) 

where C depends on a, p, K, M, <PA, T, but not on the individual operator A. 
Proof: First note that X = V(I; X) is an 1£7 space, because X is and 

1 < p < 00. Since A E PK(X) n BIP(X; M, <PAl, for the extension A of A 
to X we have A E PK(X) n BIP(X; M, <PA). Then Lemma 2, (d), and (31) 
imply that the conditions of Theorem 5 are satisfied and we obtain the desired 
result. Because X is of class 1£7, Rg'P = Hg'P for a - lip f= 0,1, and therefore 
IIDfuIlLP(I;x) = lIuIlHo,p(I;X)' 0 

If we want to prove that the constant C does not depend on T, we have to 
apply a generalization of Theorem 5 to sectorial operators [18] and work first on 
LP(IR; X) as in the proof of the previous corollary. We skip this argument, because 
in what follows we present a stronger result. 

Next we formulate weaker conditions on A, sufficient for maximal LP regularity 
of (21). This is possible applying the following very recent generalization of the 
Michlin multiplier theorem due to We is [21], Clement and Pruss [10]. 

Let S(JR; X) be the space of Schwartz of smooth rapidly decreasing X-valued 
functions and S'(lR; X) be the space of X-valued distributions. Let m : JR \ {O} -t 
B(X) be differentiable and define for f E S(IR; X) the function Mf E S'(JR; X) 
by 

MJ(p) := m(p)f(p), p E lR \ {O}, (33) 

where f denotes the Fourier transform of f. 

THEOREM 8. Let X be an 1£7 space, 1 < p < 00, and let m E C1(lR \ 
{O}; B(X)) be such that the following two conditions are satisfied 

(i) n({m(p) I p E lR \ {O}}) =: ko < 00, 

Oi) n({pm'(p) I p E lR \ {O}}) =: kl < 00. 

Then the operator M, defined by (33), extends to a bounded operator on V(lR; X). 
Its bound depends only on X, p, ko and k1. 
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For a proof, we refer to [10], Theorem 1. The statement about the bound is 
implicitly given in this proof. 

It was proven ([10], Proposition 1.) that the 'R-boundedness condition (i) is 
also necessary for M to be extended to a bounded operator on V(lRj X). 

Let just as in the proof of Corollary 4.6 Co. be the fractional derivative in 
V(JR.; X), A be the extension of A to V(lR; X) and define 10 as in (28). Consider 
the corresponding problem on lR: 

Co.u + Au = 10' 

Applying Fourier transform, we obtain 

u(p) = «ip)o. 1 + A)-l io(p), p E lR \ {O}. 

Therefore we have the estimate 

IICo.uIILP(lR;X) + IIAuIILP(lR;x) :::; MllloIILP(lR;x) 

iff the operator M defined by 

M/(p) := A«ip)o. 1 + A)-lj(p), p E 1R \ {O}, 

(34) 

(35) 

is a bounded operator on V(JR.j X). So, set m(p) := A«ip)Q: 1 + A)-I. Suppose 
that A is nonnegative with spectral angle, satisfying (26).Then m(p) and pm'(p) 
for p E 1R \ {O} are bounded operator valued functions, that is m E GI(JR. \ 
{O}; SeX)). Hence, to obtain the boundedness of M on LP(lR; X), 1 < p < 00, 

we have to check conditions (i) and (ii) for m(p} of Theorem 4.8. Since we have 
the representation pm'(p) = -a(l - m(p))m(p) and since the product of two 
'R-bounded families is again 'R-bounded, it follows that condition (i) of Theorem 
8 for our concrete function m(p) implies condition (ii). That is, the maximal 
regularity estimate (35) holds iff the family of operators 

is'R-bounded. 

DEFINITION 9. A sectorial operator A on X is called 1<.·sectorial if 

'RA(O) := 'R{t(tI + A)-II t> O} < 00. 

The 1<.-angle w~ of A is defined by means of 

w~:= inf{8 E (0,7r)1 'RA(7r - 8) < oo}, 

where 
'RA(8) := 'R({A(Al + A)-II A E }:o \ {O}}). 

(36) 

It is immediate that w~ ~ WA. It has been shown by Weis [21] that 'R-sectorial 
operators behave well under perturbations, like the class of sectorial operators. 

Vie prove now the following result for the problem on 1. 

, 
, 
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PROPOSITION 10. Let a E (0,2), 1 < p < 00, X be a Banach space of class 
tiT, A be an 'R-sectorial operator on X with 0 E peA) and'R-angle, satisfying 

W~ < 11"(1 - a/2}. (37) 

Then problem (21) has maximal V regularity and the following estimate holds 

where the constant C depends on X, p, a, 'RA(mr/2), but not on T and on the 
individual operator A. 

Proof: Condition (37) implies that the family of operators (36) is'R-bounded. 
Therefore, according to Theorem 4.8, for any U E D(Cc<) n D(A) the estimate 
(35) holds. Consider equation (34) on V(lR; X). Since Cc< and A are resolvent 
commuting, 0 E peA) and W'cn + WA < 11" (see the proof of Corollary 4.6), the 
pair of operators (Co, A) is an admissible pair in V(lRj X) in the sense of [4], 
Definition 3.2, and, according to Theorem 3.3 of the same reference, the equation 

(39) 

has a solution U satisfying 

(40) 

for some () E (mr /2, 7r - WA), where GA,e depends only on A and 6. This solution 
is called mild solution of (34) and it becomes its strict solution if U E D(Cc<) or 
U E D(A). 

Combining (35) and (40), we obtain the full estimate for the mild solution 

Using this estimate, we shall prove that (34) has a strict solution for any fo E 

LP(lR; X). We know ([4J, p.22, Remark), that if fo E D(Cc<) then the solution U 
of (39) belongs to D(Co) and so, it is a strict solution of (34). Take a sequence 
fn E W 2,P(lRj X) such that fn ---t fo in V. Since fn E W 2,p c D(Co), then 
the equation (34) with right-hand side fn has a strict solution, denoted by Un. 
Applying estimate (41) to the difference of two such equations, we obtain in 
LP(lR; X): 

Hence Un, Cc<un, Aun, are Cauchy sequences. The closedness of the operators Co 
and A implies that there exists U E D(Co)nD(A) such that Un -+ U, CoUn ---t CoU, 
AUn ---t Au, in V. Therefore U is a strict solution of (34). 
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Turn back to our equation (21) on V(I; X). Its solution is obtained as a 
restriction of the solution of (34) to [0, T]. Estimate (38) will follow from (41). 0 

It is proven in [10], Theorem 4, that if X is of class 1£7 and A E BI'P(X; eA) 
then A is n-sectorial and w~ ~ eA. Therefore Corollary 7 can be obtained from 
Proposition 10. 

In fact, under the conditions of Proposition 10 we have even more: not only 
maximal V regularity of (21), but also A-regularity. 

DEFINITION 11. Let X be a Banach space. The pair of closed operators 
(A, B) is called A-regular in X if for any f E X, A> 0 the problem 

AAu+Bu = f 

has a unique solution u E D(A) n D(B) and the following inequality holds 

IIAAull + IIBull ~ MllAAu + Bull, A> 0 

for some M ~ 1, independent of A, and for all u E D(A) n D(B). 
Suppose the hypotheses of Proposition 10 are fulfilled. Then the pair of op

erators (Co, A) is A-regular. Indeed, replacing the operator A by AA, A > 0, we 
obtain the following multiplier function 

m>.(p) := AA«ip)lX 1+ AA)-l = A(A-l(ip)lX I + A)-I. 

Therefore n({m>.(p)/ p E lR\{O}}) = n({m(p)1 p E lR\{O}}) = ko and so, it does 
not depend on A. Applying Theorem 8, the estimate 

follows, where M does not depend on A. 

COROLLARY 12. Conditions of Proposition 10 are sufficient for (Co, A) to be 
a A-regular pair in LP(I; X) and in V(JR; X). 

4. Strict LV solutions of fractional order equations 

Consider now the fractional evolution equations with nonzero initial conditions 

<Y E (0,1) : 
D?u(t) + Au(t) = f(t), a.a. t > 0, 

(91-0 * u)(O) Xo· 

and 

<YE(1,2): 
D?u(t) + Au(t) = f(t), a.a. t> 0, 

(92-0 * u)(O) = xo, (92-0 * u),(O) = Xl· 

where xo, Xl E X and f E V(Ij X). 

(42) 

(43) 
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DEFINITION 13. A function u : I --+ X is said to be a strict LP solution of 
(42), resp. (43), on I, in X, ifu E LP(/;D(A)) nRa,p(IjX) and (42), resp. (43), 
is satisfied. 

Obviously, if Xo = Xl = 0, then (42), resp. (43), has strict LP solution for any 
f E LP iff it has maximal LP regularity. 

In order to solve (42), we write u = v + w, where v satisfies 

and w satisfies 

D?v(t) + Av(t) = f(t), a.a. t> 0, 

(91-00 * v){O) = o. 

D?w(t) + Aw(t) 0, a.a. t > 0, 

(91-01 * w)(O) = Xo· 

Similarly, in order to solve (43), we write u = v + w + z, where v satisfies 

w satisfies 

and z satisfies 

D?v(t) + Av(t) = f(t), a.a. t> 0, 

(92-01 * v)(O) = 0, (92-0 * v)'(O) = 0, 

D?w(t) + Aw(t) = 0, a.a. t> 0, 

(92-0 * w)(O) = xQ, (92-0 * w)'(O) = 0, 

D?z(t) + Az(t) = 0, a.a. t > 0, 

(92-00 * z)(O) = 0, (92-00 * z)'(O) = Xl· 

(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

We apply different methods to analyse the above problems. For the analysis of 
(44) and (46) we use the results on maximal LP regularity given in Proposition 10 
and Corollary 6, while for the analysis of (45), (47) and (48) we use the solution 
operator poet) associated with it, defined as follows. 

Let A be a nonnegative operator with spectral angle WA satisfying (26). Define 
the operator-valued function 

(49) 

where (J E (~,min{'JT', 7'i-;:A}) and 

The orientation of the contour is such that the argument does not decrease along 
it. Next we summarize some properties of PaCt). 
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LEMMA 14. Assume that a E (0,2) and A is a nonnegative operator in a com
plex Banach space X with spectral angle WA satisfying (26). Then the following 
assertions hold 

(a) Po(t) E 8(X) for each t > ° and SUPt>o t1
-

O IlPo(t)IIB(x) < 00; 

(b) For any x EX, t > 0, Po(t)x E D(A) and SUPt>o tI\APo(t)IIB(x) < 00; 

(c) Po(.), AP~k)(.) E COO (lR+;8(X)} and for any integer k;?: ° and 1= 0,1, 

suptl+k+o(l-l)IIAlp~k)(t)IIB(X) < 00; 
t>O 

(d) For any fixed () E (0,min{1r, 1r-;A} - j), k ;?: 0, 1 = 0,1 there exists an 

analytic extension of Alp~k)(.) to 'Ee. 

From the definition of Po(t) it follows 

(,\0 1+ A)-lxO = 1000 

e->.t Po(t)xo dt. (50) 

The maximal V regularity of (21) -is equivalent to the boundedness in V(Ij X) 
of the operator M 1 defined by 

M f(t} := lot APo(t - 8)f(s) ds, 

because from the variation of parameters formula for the solution u of (21) we have 
Au(t) = M f(t). The solutions of the equations with arbitrary initial conditions 
and zero forcing function can also be represented in terms of Po(t}. Using this 
representation, we formulate some results on existence and uniqueness of strict 
LP solutions. 

4.1. The case a: E (0,1) 

Our main results concerning the case a E (0,1) are two theorems on strict V 
solvability in X and in real interpolation spaces DA(8,p), correspondingly. First 
we prove two lemmas about strict solvability of the equation with zero forcing 
function. 

By (50) and the uniqueness of the Laplace transform it follows that w(t) := 
Pa (t)xo satisfies (45). The following lemma gives sufficient conditions for Pa (t)xo 
to be a strict solution of (45). In fact we prove a stronger result, which except for 
our application, is of independent interest, because it gives an equivalent norm 
in the interpolation spaces DA(~'P) in terms of the operator-valued function 
APa(t). 
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LEMMA 15. Assume that a E (0,1) and A is a nonnegative operator in a com
plex Banach space X with spectral angle WA satisfying (26). Then the following 
assertions hold 

(a) Let 1 < p < l~O' Then AFo(t)xo E V(lR+,X) iff Xo E DA(P;l ,p). In this 
case there are constants Gl , G2, depending only on a, p, WA and KA(</» for 
some </> E (a1r/2,1r - WA), such that 

Proof: Let 1 < p < l~O and Xo E DA(P;;pl,p). According to (49) and using 
analyticity to change the integration path we get, when we change the integration 
variable, 

1 i p,0 dp, AFo(t)xo = -2' eJl. A(-I + A)-lxO -, r > O. 
1r~ rr,e to t 

(52) 

By the dominated convergence theorem we can let r -7 0 and get 

(53) 

To estimate the function under the integral sign we use the representation for 
8>0 

A(A + 8e±i¢ I)-I A(A + 8I)-1 = (e=Fi¢ - l)se±i¢(A + 8e±i¢ I)-I A(A + 8I)-1, 

which implies 

Therefore 

where Cl = 11"-1(1 + 2sin ~e KA(aO)). Applying the generalized Minkowski 
inequality 
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where f(T, t) is a measurable function, defined on lR+ X lR+ such that the integrals 
on both sides are well defined, we obtain 

1 

IIAPQ (t)xo II Ll'(lR+,X) < Cl 1000 

eP cos (J (1000 

(IIA(~: I + A)-lxollx~)P dt) P dp (56) 

1 

= Cl 1000 

eP cos B p~-l dp (1000 

I/O'l-~ A(O'Q 1+ A)-lxoll)c d:) P 

= C2[XO]D (E.::.!. p)' 
A <>1" 

with C2 = c1f(l/p)(-(XcosO)-1/P and we have used 

(57) 

easily obtained from (4) for 0 < 'Y < (x, p E (1,00). 
Suppose now that APQ(t)xo E V(lR+; X). Applying (50) and the generalized 

Minkowski inequality, we obtain when we change twice the integration variable 

1 

(1000 

lI,Xl-~ A('x° I + A)-lxoll~ d: ) P (58) 

1 

= (1000 

,Xp-2
11 1000 

e-,),t APQ(t)xo dtll~ d'x) P 

1 

= (1000 

,X-211 1000 

e-T APo(~)xo dTII~ d'x) P 

1 

< 1000 

e -T (1000 

,X -211APo (i )xo II~ d'x) P dT 

= 1000 

e-T 
T -~ dT (1000 

IIAPQ(O')xoll>' dO' ) ~ 
1 -

= r(1 -1)IIAPo(t)xoIIU(lR+,x) < 00. 

Therefore, if 1 < p < l~Q' (57) and (58) imply 

[xoJ D (E.::.!. p) :5 cI/APo(t)xoIlL1'(lR+,X) < 00 
A 01" 

and thus Xo E DA(~'P)' Ifp 2:: l~Q then (57) and (58) implies Xo = 0, because 
D A(l,p) = {O}.O 

In case 0 E p(A), we can take 11.IIDA(o,p) = [']DA(O,P) as an equivalent norm in 
DA(5,p) (see [5]) and inequalities (51) imply 

ClllxollDA(~'p) :5 IIAPQ(t)xoIlLP(lR+;X) :5 C2I1xoIlDA(~,pr (59) 
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Moreover, Lemma 14 (b) implies 

10
00 

IIAPa(t)lI~ dt = 

loT IIAPa(t)II~ dt + £00 IIAPa(t)lI~ dt s loT IIAPa(t)II~ dt + £00 ~: dt. 

Since p > 1 then APa(t)XO E V (Ii X) is equivalent to APa(t)XO E V(lR+iX), 
These results together with Proposition 10 imply the following theorem. 

THEOREM 16. Suppose that a E (0,1), 1 < p < 00, X is a Banach space of 
class n7, A is an 'R-sectorial operator in X with 0 E p(A) and with 'R-angle w~, 
satisfying (37), and f E V(Ij X). Then the following statements hold: 

(a) if 1 < p < l~a' then there is a unique strict V solution u of (42) iff Xo E 

DA(~,P)i 

(b) ifp ~ l~a then (42) has a unique strict V solution iffxo = 0. 

In both cases the following estimate is satisfied (for (b) we set Xo = 0): 

IluIILP(I;X) + IIDfuIlLP(I;X) + II AuIILP(I;x) S C(llxoIIDA(~'P) + Ilfll£P(I;x)), (60) 

where the constant C depends on X, a j p, W A and K A (0) for some () E (mr /2, 1r
WA) and on 'RA(a1r/2) , but does not depend on T and on the individual operator 
A. 

To obtain further regularity results we need more detailed estimates on APa(t)xo. 
Next we present conditions under which APa(t)xo belongs to some interpolation 
spaces. 

LEMMA 17. Assume that a E (0,1) and A is a nonnegative operator in a 
complex Banach space X with spectral angle WA satisfying (26). Ifl < p < l~a' 
0< 8 < ap~~+I and Xo E DA(~ +8,p) then APo:(t)xo E V(lR+i DA(8,p)). More 
precisely, there is a constant cP 

depending on a, 8, p, WA and KA(¢) for some 
¢ E (a1r/2,1r - WA), such that 

IIAPo(t)xoIILP(lR+;DA(§,P)) S CllxoIIDA(~+6,p)" (61) 

Proof: Set 'Y = a8. According to (49) we get 

APa:(t)xo = 21. r eAt A('x° 1+ A)-lxO d,X, r > O. (62) 
1rZ Jrr,e 

Take p,O: > r. Since 
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it follows by (62) 

When we close the path r r,8 at infinity by increasing argument, we see that the 
first integral is 0 by Cauchy's theorem and we get 

In this integral we may let r ..\. 0 without changing the value of the integral, 
because the function we integrate is analytic and the integral over a part of the 
circle with radius r goes to 0 by the assumption that () E (i, min{-ll", 7r-:A }), and 
the definition of r r,8. 

Thus we have by (63) and (54) 

(64) 

h(y) := eTi IleTQ _ eia:ol. 

By changing variables (8 = eO") in the integral in (64) we conclude that 

g(y) ::; Cl I: h(Y - O')f(O') dO'. (65) 

Since h E Ll(JR) f E V(JR; X), we can apply the Young inequality to (65) to 
obtain IIgIILP(l!t;X) ::; cdlhll£l(R)lIfIILP(IR;X)' Because a change of variables shows 
that IlgIILP(lR) = [APa:(t)XO]DA(O,p)l we conclude after another change of variables 
that 
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Th t: • foo S-,-1 db' erelore, settmg C2 = Cl Jo Is<>+e.odll s, we 0 tam 

1 

(foOO [APa(t)xol~A(o,p) dt) P (66) 

1 

< C2 (foOO fooo (s'Y+lestcosOIlA(sa I + A)-lxollx)P d: dt) P 

c, (f f ( m H'e"<oo'IIA ((7)" 1+ A r' xollJ ~ dt) ; 

c, (f (a7+1-;e"<O"Y da f (p-11IA ((7)" I +Ar' xollJ dt); 

1 

where C3 = C2( -pcosB)-;;. By (66), (59) and the embedding 

(Le. IlxollD (£=-!. p) ~ cllxoll D (£=-!.+op))' we obtain (61).D 
A "'p' A o.p , 

This lemma shows that if Xo E DA(E# + o,p) then Pa(t)XO is a strict V 
solution of (45) in DA(O,P). This result together with Corollary 6,(a), implies the 
following theorem: 

THEOREM 18. Suppose that a E (0,1), 1 < p < co, A is a positive operator 
in a Banach space X with spectral angle WA, satisfying (26). 1£1 < P < l~a' 0 < 
8 < ap~~+1, Xo ED A(P;;;pl +o,p), f E V(I; D A(O,P)), then there is a unique strict 
V solution u of (42) in DA(O,p) satisfying 

This result holds also if ap-p+1 < ° < 1 and Xo = O. The constant C depends on ap -
X, a, P, 0, WA and KA«(}) for some () E (mr /2, 7r - WA), but does not depend on 
T and on the individual operator A. 
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4.2. The case a E (1,2) 

Applying the Laplace transform to the equations (47) and (48) we obtain 
formally that the Laplace transforms of their solutions wand z are ,X(,Xa 1 +A)-lxO 
and (>.a1 + A)-lxll respectively. Therefore, besides Pa(t), defined as in (49), we 
consider also Qa(t), defined by 

(67) 

with the same integration path as Pa(t). The properties of Qa(t) can be derived 
from Lemma 14 and the fact that Qa(t) = P~(t). It is not difficult to check that 
w(t) := Qa(t)XO satisfies (47) and z(t) := Pa(t)Xl satisfies (48). More information 
about regularity of these solutions is contained in the following two lemmas, which 
can be proven in the same way as Lemmas 15 and 17, so we omit their proofs. 

LEMMA 19. Assume that Q E (1,2) and A is a nonnegative operator in a com
plex Banach space X with spectral angle WA satisfying (26). Then the following 
assertions hold 

(a) Let 1 < p < 2~a' Then AQa(t)xO E '£p(lR+;X) iffxo E DAe~;l ,p). In this 
case there are constants C1 and C2J such that 

(b) Let p ~ 2~a' Then AQa(t)xO E LP(lR+;X) iffxo = O. 

(c) For all p > 1, APa(t)XI E '£p(lR+; X) iff Xl E DA(~'P)' In this case there 
are constants C1 and C~, such that 

The constants depend on Q, p, WA and KA(B) for some B E (mrj2,1I' - WA). 

LEMMA 20. Assume that Q E (1,2) and A is a nonnegative operator in a com
plex Banach space X with spectral angle WA satisfying (26). Then the following 
assertions hold 

(a) Ifl < p < 2~Q' 0 < 0 < QP~~+1 and Xo E DA(2~;1 + o,p) then QQ(t)xo is a 
strict solution of (47) in LP(lR+jDA(B,p)), satisfying 
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(b) Ifp > 1, 0 < ° < ap~p+1 and Xl E DA(~ + a,P) then Pa{t)Xl is a strict 
solution of (48) in V(lR+iDA(O,P)) and 

IIAPa (t)xlllv'(lR+;D A (J,p» ::; C'IIXIII DA( ~+J,p)' 

The constants depend on a, 0, p, WA and KA(O) for some 0 E (mr/2,1f' - WA). 
Lemma 19 together with Proposition 10 implies the following theorem: 

THEOREM 21. Let a E (1,2), 1 < p < 00, X be a Banach space of class 1-£7, 
A be an R-sectorial operator in X with 0 E p{A) and with R-angle w~, satisfying 
(37), and f E V(J;X). Ifl < p < 2~a' Xo E DA(2~;l,p) and Xl E DA(V;l,P), 
then there is a unique strict V solution u of (43) satisfying 

IluIlLP(I;X) + IIDfuIlLP(I;x) + IIAuIILP(I;X) ::; 

C(lIxoIlDA(2~;1 ,p) + IIXIIIDA(~'P) + IIfIlLP(I;x») 

This result holds also ifp ~ 2~a' Xo = 0 and Xl E DA(P;I,p). The constant C 
has the same properties as in Theorem 16. 

Lemma 20 together with Corollary 6 imply the following theorem. 

THEOREM 22. Suppose that a E (1,2),1 < p < 00, A is a positive operator in 
a Banach space X with spectral angle WA, satisfying (26), and f E V(Ji DA(6,p)). 
Ifl < p < 2~a' 0 < ° < ap~Z:+l, Xo E DA(2~;1 + o,p), Xl E DA(~ + o,p), then 
there is a unique strict solution u of (43) in V(I; DA(O,p)) satisfying 

lI u IlLP(I;DA(J,p») + IID f u IlLP(I;DA(J,p» + II Au IILP(I;DA(J,p») 

::; C(lIxoIlDA(2~;1+J,p) + IIx IIIDA (1'itH ,p) + IlfIlLP(I;DA(J,p)))' 

This result holds also ifp ~ 2~a' 0 < ° < ap~rl, Xo = 0, Xl E DA(P;l + 6,p). 
The constant C has the same properties as in Theorem 18. 

In this way we obtained a complete picture of the strict V solvability of 
fractional autonomous equations. Note that maximal regularity results in the 
setting of Holder continuous functions instead of LP functions are obtained in [6] 
for a E (0,1) and [7] for a E (1,2). 
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